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Abstract. The National Research Data Infrastructure (NFDI) strives to develop FAIR research 
data and data services for major scientific disciplines, using terminologies as a key factor for 
semantic annotations and semantic interoperability of data. Several NFDI consortia provide 
domain-specific terminologies through Terminology services or registries, offering access, 
search capabilities, visualization, and downloads. Prioritizing user-friendly access, terminology 
services seamlessly integrate semantic concepts into applications, often operating in the 
background to enable smooth semantic annotation and data interoperability. We present 
exemplary fields of application from selected disciplines and how terminology services support 
semantic search, user experience, annotation workflows, terminology curation and design. 
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1. Introduction

The National Research Data Infrastructure (NFDI) aims to create FAIR research data and data 
services for all major scientific disciplines. Terminologies are a critical success factor for 
describing research data. Terminologies are applied to define concepts in metadata schemas 
to enable consistent and structured descriptions of data and their relationships. Therefore, we 
are observing an increasing use of the application of terminologies across the NFDI consortia, 
i.e. their discussion and harmonization in the working groups of the NFDI section (Meta)data,
Terminologies and Provenance. To support researchers, data stewards, ontology experts and
other services, several NFDI consortia such as DataPLANT [1], NFDI4Biodiversity [2],
NFDI4Chem [3], NFDI4Earth [4], NFDI4Health [5], NFDI4Ing [6], or NFDI4Objects [7] provide
domain-specific terminologies in respective domain-specific terminology services or registries.

Use cases vary across the disciplines, but all of the services should be as user-friendly 
as possible when it comes to accessing and selecting concepts. In such a user-friendly 
approach, semantic concepts should be automatically integrated into an application, rather 
than requiring time-consuming manual input. In fact, many application areas are not so 
obvious. Terminology services are often used in the background, embedded in other services. 

A terminology service could be the backbone of a research data infrastructure. There 
are several application areas, such as 1) semantic search, 2) user experience enhancement, 
or 3) annotation services, where terminology services can provide support. 
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2 Existing Terminology Services in the NFDI 

Due to constraints of this format, we cannot fully describe all terminology services in all 
domains. Similar fields of application and approaches are valid for other services as well. We 
will focus on the two services SemLookP and the NFDI4Chem Terminology Service which are 
both based on the Ontology Lookup Service (OLS) [8]. 

2.1 SemLookP 

SemLookP is a semantic lookup platform that provides terminologies from the fields of 
medicine, nutrition and life sciences. The access to these terminologies is realized via a 
graphical user interface (GUI) or via APIs. The GUI of SemLookP consists of several combined 
JavaScript based widgets. Such a widget uses the OLS API and combines the data received 
from the API with specific HTML components. These widgets can also be directly integrated 
into other applications. 

2.2 NFDI4Chem Terminology Service 

The NFDI4Chem Terminology Service provides access to a collection of ontologies relevant 
to the chemistry community. The collection was derived from an evaluation process [9] and is 
part of the Ontologies4Chem endeavor [10]. The Terminology Service provides faceted search 
inside ontologies, tree and lists views of concepts, properties and individuals and how to 
access them. The service not only provides an overview of ontologies in the domain, but also 
aims to support comparison and analysis across multiple ontologies for curation tasks. For this 
It offers an unified view of issues from the original ontology repositories within the Terminology 
GUI. The NFDI4Chem Terminology Service can also index and display SKOS vocabularies. 
The terminology service also provides a comprehensive API to retrieve all data and information 
and embed it into other services and applications. 

 3. Applications and Integration of Terminology Services 

In the following we demonstrate some application and integration cases of terminology 
services in other applications mostly based on SemLookP and the NFDI4Chem Terminology 
Service. We will present 3 different topics where and how a terminology service could be easily 
integrated into an application.  

3.1 Semantic Search 

preVIEW is the first application we will focus on in this section. preVIEW is a user-friendly 
COVID19-related preprint viewer with advanced semantic search functionality. [11, 12] Since 
the terminologies from SemLookP are used for the annotation process, it is possible to use 
these concepts in the semantic search of preVIEW (see Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Autocomplete widget which is integrated into preVIEW. 

 There is also the GFBio Data Portal application. The GFBio Data Portal uses a RESTful 
API of the GFBio Terminology Service [13] for the annotation and the semantic search. Since 
the GFBio services are self-developed, it also proves that the integration of a terminology 
service into another application is possible with systems other than OLS. 

3.2 User Experience Enhancement 

To enhance the user experience, we will again focus on preVIEW. The annotations in preVIEW 
are highlighted with a background color.  Clicking on an annotated concept opens a window. 
This window contains the metadata of the annotated concept (see Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. Metadata widget which is integrated in preVIEW. 

 Next to directly integrate widgets of a terminology service to another application it is 
also possible to receive the presented data via the API of a terminology service. This data 
could be used to develop custom HTML components. An example would be a semantic search 
filter. Imagine a user enters a specific term in a search bar. A hierarchical filter listing sub-
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concepts could then appear next to the list of results. Such a sub-concept could act as a 
shortcut to further specify the search term. 

3.3 Data Annotation Services 

Many use cases of the NFDI4Chem Terminology Service can be described as service-to-
service applications. The extensive API of the terminology service can be used by other 
services like the chemotion electronic lab notebook (ELN) or data repositories like 
RADAR4Chem, nmrXiv or others. The ELN reuses concepts from the named reaction ontology 
or chemical methods ontology to annotate reactions in experiments or analytical methods 
applied for the generation of data. 

 

Figure 3. Reuse of CHMO terms in Chemotion ELN. 

If not already provided by ELNs, repositories apply terms from ontologies for molecular 
entities, analytical methods, or processes to semantically annotate research data in their forms 
during the upload workflow. 

 This approach is freely transferable to other domains. For example, the NFDI4Health 
Metadata Annotation Workbench uses the API of SemLookP. 

4. Conclusion and Outlook 

In this work, we presented a very simple and smart solution for integrating terminology services 
into other applications by using the API or widgets. 

However, domain-specific terminology services have limitations. These terminology 
services are isolated in their own domain. To solve this problem, terminology services could 
be connected and harmonized through an additional gateway in the future (see Figure 4). Such 
an approach would bridge the siloed solution and enable cross-domain fields of application. 
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Figure 4. Architecture of a shared terminology API/widget tool set. 
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